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The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) is a specialized agency of the United
Nations of which 132 States and Territories are Members.
It was created:
to facilitate international co-operation in the establishment of networks of stations and

centres to provide meteorological services and observations,
to promote the establishment and maintenance of systems for the rapid exchange of
meteorological information,
to promote standardization of meteorological observations and ensure the uniform
publication of observations and statistics,
to further the application of meteorology to aviation, shipping, agriculture, and other
human activities,
to encourage research and training in meteorology.
The machinery of the Oxganization consists of the following bodies:
The World Wleteorological Congress, the supxcme body of the Organization, brings
together the delegates of all Members once every four years to determine general policies for
the fulfilment of the purposes of the Organization, to adopt Technical Regulations relating
to intexnational meteorological practice and to determine the WMO programme.
The Executi·ve Committee is composed of 24 directors of national meteorological services
and meets at least once a year to conduct the activities of the Organization and to implement
the decisions taken by its Members in Congress, to study and make recommendations on
matters affecting international meteorology and the operation of meteorological services.
The six Regional Associations (Africa, Asia, South America, North and Central America,
South-West Pacific and Europe), which are composed of Member Governments, co-ordinate
meteorological activity within their respective regions and examine from the regional point
of view all questions referred to them.
The eight Technical Commissions composed of experts designated by Members are
responsible for studying the special technical branches related to meteorological observation,
analysis, forecasting and research as well as to the applications of meteorology. Technical
Commissions have been established for synoptic meteorology, climatology, instruments and
methods of observation, atmospheric sciences, aeronautical meteorology, agricultural
meteorology, hydrometeorology and maritime meteorology.
The Secretarial, located at Geneva, Switzerland, is composed of an international scientific,
technical and administrative staff under the direction of the Secretary-General. It undertakes
technical studies, is responsible for the numerous technical assistance and other technical
co-operation projects in meteorology throughout the world aimed at contributing to economic
development of the countries concerned. It also publishes specialized technical notes, guides,
manuals and reports and in general acts as the link between the meteOTological services of the
world. The Secretariat works in close collaboration ·with the United Nations and other
specialized agencies.
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,FOREWORD

At its second session (Paris 1957), the Commission for Aerology established the
Working Group on Numerical Methods of Weather Analysis and Forecasting to prepare a report
giving an appraisal of the state of research in this field and

estimating

the needs of

numerical methods especially with regard to networks and publication of data.

When

the

report was examined by the Commission at its third session (Rome 1962), it was agreed that
it constituted a valuable survey of the state of development of this subject.

The Commis-

sion accordingly recommended that the report be published as a WMO Technical Note. Delegates

present were invited to send their comments to Professor B. Bolin, the chairman

of

the

working group, and he has taken these into account in the present version of the report.

I should like to take this opportunity of expressing my gratitude to
Bolin

and the

other members

of the working group

for

Professor

having prepared this valuable

publication.

(D.A. Davies)
Secretary-General

vu

SUmmary
The present note is a summary of the status in the field of numerical weather analysis and forecasting as of early 1961. An attempt has been made to try to formulate the
theoretical mod~ls and deductions proposed in verbal form to be more easily interpreted by
research workers active in the field, as well as the practical meteorologists engaged in
daily forecasting activities, using conventional methods o
In the second ohapter, concerned with data processing and data analysis, it is
pointed out that such methods will find an increasing applicability in a large number of the
activities in which the weather services are engaged and not merely for the preparation of
data for numerical forecasting. Special emphasis is, however, given to the procedures used
in data processing for daily forecasting, where ·undoubtedly in the long run the most important advances will be made. The need for rapid and dependable data processing methods will
become even more pronounced when regular dissemination of data collected with meteorological
satellites is organized.
The third chapter deals with methods of numerical forecastingo All tests of the
barotropic model and simple barocliriid models reported until the latter part of 1960 are
presented ip summary form o The data demonstrate the success of these models as compared
with conventional methods of forecasting but they also show that the improvement obtained
with the aid of baroclinic models is small as compared to forecasts with the barotropic
model. An outline of the present approach to the construction of more sophisticated models
for numer~cal forecasting is then given; of particular importance are the various requirements of consistency that have recently been formulated o It becomes obvious that the need
for greater and more rapid computers is increasing.
So far numerical methods have been of limited use in the f~eld of long-range forecasting except that numerical forecasts for short-range periods have been extended to ,their
limit of applicability and in that way have been of some value. In view of the fact that
successful long-range forecasts will necessarily involve handling of data from at least a
whole hemisphere, possibly the whole earth, computers will undoubtedly find an increasing
use in this field also.
To develop methods for numerical forecasting it is of great importance to have an
idea about the data requirements. A brief analysis of this problem is given at the end of
the report.

VIII

Resume
La presente Note expose brievement la situation de l'analyse et de la prevision
numeriques meteorologiques au debut de 1961. Elle slest efforcee de formuler les modeles
theoriques et les .deductions proposees sous une forme susceptible d'gtre plus facilement
interpretee taut par les chercheurs J dont les activites s'exercent dans oe domaine) que
par les praticiens de la meteorologle qui etablissent des previsions quotidiennes J en utilisant des methodes classiques.
Le second chapitre, qui traite du depouillement et de llanalyse des donnees
reoueillies J fait observer que de telles methodes vont trouver des possibilites crolssantes d'application dans un grand Dambre d'activites auxquelles se consacrent les services
meteorologiques, et non pas seulement pour la preparation des donnees servant a la prevision numerique. Cependant, l'etude insiste tout speoialement sur les methodes utilisees
dans Ie traitement des donnees qui servent a la prevision quotidienne, ou il est incontestable quIa longue echeance les progres les plus importants seront realises. La necessite
de disposer de methodes rapides et sOres de depouillement des donnees sera plus prononcee
encore lorsqu'on aura organise la diffusion reguliere des donnees recueillies par les satellites meteorologiques.

Ie troisieme chapitre traite des methodes de prevision numerique. Toutes les
experiences sur Ie modele barotrope et sur les simples modeles baroclines, auxquelles on
a procede Jusqufa la fin de 1960, sly trouvent resumees. La documentation presentee demontre Ie" sueees de ees modeles, par comparaison avec les methodes classiques de prevision,
mais elles montrent egalement que l'amelioration obtenue avee lfaide des modeles baroclines
est minime lorsqu'on en compare les resultats avec les previsions realisees au moyen du modele barotrope. La Note indique ensuite dans ses grandes lignes les conceptions qui president actuellement a la construction de modeles plus complexes destines a la prevision"
numerique. Particulierement importantes sont les diverses exigences de continuite qui ont
recemment ete formulees. II devient evident que la necessite de disposer de calculatrices
plus grandes et plus rapides ne cesse de cro1tre.

Jusqu'a present, les methodes numeriques n'ont. eu qu'un emploi limite pour les
previsions a longue eoheancej cependant, pour les previsions numeriques a breve eeheance,
on a procede a une extension des limites dans lesquelles elles pouvaient gtre appliquees l
si bien qu1elles ont pu presenter une certaine valeur. Etant donne que Ie succes des previsions a longue echeance necessitera evidemment Ie traitement de donnees portant au moins
sur tout un hemisphere et peut-gtre m@me sur la totalite du globe I les calculatrices trouveront sans aucun doute, aussi dans ce domaine, une utilisation croissante.
Pour perfectionner les methodes de prevision numerique, 11 est de grande importance que lIon ait une idee precise des donnees requises. Une breve analyse de ce probleme
figure a la fin du rapport.
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. Resumen
En la presents Nota S8 9xpone brevemente la situacion a princ~p~os de 1961 de
los matodoa numericos de analisis y prevision meteorologioos. Sa ha hecho un esfuerzo
para formular lOB madslos tsarinas y las deducoiones prOpuBstas de una manera que pueda
ser interpretada con mayor faoilidad, no solo por los inv8stigadores dedicados a esas
actividades, sino tambien por los que se dedican a 1a meteorolog!a practioa y raalizan
las previsionss diarias utilizando los matodoa olasioos.
En 91 segundo oapitulo, que trata de 1a clasifioaoion y a1 analisis de los
datos recogidos, Be senala que SBCS matodoa encontraran posibilidades creoientes de
aplioaoion en un gran numero de actividades a las que se oonsagran los servicios meteoro16gicos, y no solo en la preparaoi6n de datos para la previsi6ri numerica. Sin embargo,
en el estudio se insiste particularmente en los matodos utilizados en la elaboraoi6n de
loa datos que sirven para la previsi6n diaria, campo en el que indudablemente aoabara
por realizarse los mayorea progresos a largo plaza. La necesidad de disponer de matodos
rapidos y seguros para la clasificaoi6n de los datos se agudizara a~n mas ouando se haya
organizado la difusion regular de lOB datos reoogidos par los satelites meteorologioos.
El teroer oapitulo trata de lOB matodoa de prevision numerioa. En 81 se resumen
todos lOB experiment os realizados hasta fines de 1960 a base del modelo barotropioo y
a base de los simples modelos barocl!nioaa. La documentaoion prssentada demueatra el
axito de Bsas madelos por oomparaoion con los matodoa olasiooB de prevision, y mU8stra
al mismo tiempo que 1a majora obtenida gracias a los modalos barocl!nioos as minima
cuando se oomparan los resultados oon las previsionea realizadas por medio del modelo
barotropico.. Sa indican a oontinuaoion las ideas basicas utilizadae actualmente para
la construccion de madalos mas oomplejos destinadoe a la previsi6n numerioa. Son part ioularmente importantes las diversas 6zigenoias de oontinuidad formuladas recientemente.
Resulta evidante que la neoesidad de disponer de maquinss oalauladoras mas grandee y
mas rapidas es oada dis mayor.
Basta ahara, los metodoa numericos solo se han utilizado de manera limitada
para las previsiones a largo plazo; pero han l~gado a tener oierto valor, porque en las
previsiones numerioaa a corta plazo sa ha procedido a una ampliaoion de los l!mites
dentro de los cualas se puede prooedar a su aplioacion. Como al buen ezito de las previsiones a largo plazo azigira evidentamente la elaboraci6n de datos relativos por 10
menoa a todo un hemiaferio, y quiza a la totalidad del globa, tambien en este terreno
habra que utilizar caza vez mas las maquinas oalculadoras.
Para perfeocionar los matodos de prevision numerioa es muy importante que ae
tenga una idea precisa de los datos requeridos. Al final de la Nota se haae un breve
analisis de ase problema.
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1.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The major developments in numerical methods of weather analysis and forecasting
took place after World War II, although scientists such as V. Bjerknes, L.F. Richardson,
C.-G. Rossb,yJ"I.A. KibeI and others had laid a foundation in the field of dynamic meteorology which was necessary for this development. The circumstances that favoured the renaissance in the middle of the 1940's arose from two entirely different developments. First,
as a direct result of the wartime expansion of the weather services, meteorological data
were collected regularly from a comparatively d~nse network of stations covering a very
large geographical area and were extended upWard through the widespread use of radiosonde
and rawinsonde equipment. Thus, for the first time, there were adequate data available for
detailed descriptive studies of the atmosphere1s behaviour on a macroscopic scale.
These
studies strongly indicated that many aspects of the general behaviour of al~ fluids are not
essential to the operation of the atmosphere's wea~her~producing mechanism and this,
in
turn, has suggested how the general hydrodynamical equations might be specialized or simplifiedwithout sacrificing their essential meteorological content. The second decisive
factor was the development of high-speed, automatic computing devices. By 1946. there were
several electronic machines in various stages of design and construction, all of them cepable
of carrying out numerical computations at about 10,000 times the speed of a trained computer ope~ating a desk calculator.
For little more than a decade intensive work has now been conducted at many places
in the world to develop methods for numerical analysis and forecasting of the upper-flow
pattern ~n the_atmosphere. This first meant a careful study of the so-called barotropic
model and its value as a forecasting model for wind conditions at mid-tropospheric levels
(500 mb). The results show that it
superior to the conventional methods of forecasting.
Details of the model and the results are presented in section 3.2. Attempts to use more
complicated models of the atmosphere in order to describe baroclinic developments have had
less success and the forecasts produced in this way for the changes at the 500 mb level
(the level of application of the barotropic model) h~ve so far not shown a- significant improvement over what had been accomplished Qy the barotropic model except for some cases
with a marked baroclinic development. The-reason for this is not clear but much work is
at present devoted to basic studies of baroclinic motions to understand better the significant mechanisms at work. It is a laborious and time-consuming task, but will ultimately
most likely lead to models superior to the simple barotropic model. It should be emphasized,
however, that the present baroclinic models make it possible to obtain forecas~s also at
levels in the atmosphere other than 500 rob, of about equal or somewhat less accuracy_. The
results are given in section 3.3 with particular emphasis on the question of the goodness
of the forecasts of high-level winds. The problem of developing dynamic numerical methods
for extended and long-range forecasting is of course more difficult but has received a lot
of attention recently as is summarized in section 3.4.

is

Although high-speed automatic computing techniques were first applied to the problem of short-range forecasting, their applicability to problems of automatic data processing is equally important and in many respects much broader. As will be clear from the
discussion in section 2, the possibility of a faster, more accurate and much more flexible
way of handling meteorological data at a weather service might justify steps being taken
to have dire~access to an eleotronic computer, even in weather services of moderate size.
Anyone who has worked for some time in the analysis section of a weather service will know
that it is literally impossible for the meteorologist to assimilate J organize and manipUlffie
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the large masses of information available in a really satisfactory way, pressed as he is
by a very strict time-table. Since many of the operations are simple and of a routine
character they are ideally suited to use of an automatic computer. Similarly the processing of climatological data could with great advantage be automatized, whereby it also would
be possible to obtain additional climatological statistics, which are too time-consuming to
be evaluated by using manual labour.
One other phase of the forecasting problem sho~ld not be forgotten. Present models
for numerical foreoasting of field maps describe.changes in the horizontal flow at different levels. As a by-product of the baroclinic models other mapss for example of the vertical velocity, are also obtained. To produce a weather forecast a number of further considerations s at present of a qualitative natures have to be made. There is every reason to
believe that as the numerical forecasts are further improved J statistical and dynamical
methods will find increasing applicability in interpreting these forecasts in terms of
weather. Such statistics must be worked out with the local conditions of the forecast
areas in mind and again high-speed computing devices will be an indispensable tool.

The general outline given above is a brief summary of the present status of the
role of numerical methods in meteorology and also a forecast of the development that seems
likely over the next few years. Further justification for this view will be given in the
following sections4 A large number of institutions are at present actively engaged in attempts to develop further this important field in meteorology (cf. appendix 1).

2.

DATA PROCESSING AND DATA ANALYSIS

2.1

General

The problem of data processing and data analysis in meteorology is indeed a very
broad one. Examples of some straightforward and direct applications are :
(i)

Selection, editing and compilation of climatological data.
marization of climatological. statistics.

Calculation and sum-

( ii)

Systematic classification of analogues.

(iil)

Development of multiple-regression and other statistical methods of prediction.

(lv)

Analysis of weather data in preparation for forecasting - by numerical as well as
conventional methods.

It is typical of all of these processes that they involve the handling of enormous
amounts of data and that they can be described in objective terms J either logical or mathematical. That is to saYJ the processes by which the human hand, mind, and eye perform these
functions can be simulated by high-speed general purpose computing machines. The operating
speed of such machines now in the final stages of development is approaching a speed one
million times faster than that of the manually operated desk calculator. Moreover, with
the mass production of high-speed, high-capacity machines and with the rapid increase of
efficiency, the cost per numerical operation has been brought well below that of human
labour. It is probable, in fact J that the principal meteorological benefits of high-speed
automatic computing machines during the next few years will lie as much in the processing
of large assemblages of data as in numerical forecasting.
2.2

Automatic data processing for numerical weather prediction

Automatic data processing is an important and natural adjunct of numerical weather
prediction. For the purpose of integrating·the dynamic equations, it is most convenient
to start with initial data (e.g. J height ~f standard pressure surfaces J temperature J winds)
at a network or grid of regularly spaced points, whereas the observing stations are not
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regularly spaced. This amounts to "analyzingll the data" in much the same way as one does
in drawing continuous contours or isotherms} and interpolating between closely spaced 150lines.
To produce numerical forecasts using a simple baroclinic model for an area covering
the northern hemisphere to the north of about 13° N lat., requires that the initial heights
of two isobaric surfaces be interpolated at about 2000 points
a total of 4000 interpolations. The disadvantages of manual data prooessing are:
(1)
The process of analysing charts on a hemispheric basis is either slow or lacking
in system. In order to treat the data currently available in a complete and systematic
way, it is necessary to divide the labour among a team of analysts} it is diff'icult, however, to maintain consistency of analysis among several people. On the whole, this process
can be carried out more rapidly, completely, systematically, and cheaply by electrGnic
computers.
(ii)
The process of interpolation by eye is an extremely slow one. Moreover~ the interpolations must be duplicated in order to minimize human error, while this is not the case
in automatic data processing, since the computer can be made to reveal interpolation errors
and subsequently accept oorrections. The alternative of subdividing the labour among a
larger number of people certainly gains time, but already today costs more than interpolation with an electronic computer.
The situation with regard to map analysis will become even more acute as methods
of numerical weather prediction become more general and correspondingly more complicated.
It is virtually certain that the vertical resolution of the prediction models will be increased within the next few years and that initial data will be required for two or three
times as many isobaric surfaces as at present. Routine analysis of such a large mass of
data by conventional methods would require an organization of human effort that is even
more cumbersome and UDwieldly than that at the present analysis centres.
In view of the pressure of increasing requirements and of recent technological
developments that can be applied to meet these requirements, it is probable that within
very few years it will be possible tq produce routine hemispheric analyses of upper-air
data at 4 - 6 levels by automatic data processing.
2.3

Present procedure for automatic data processing in a weather analysis centre

The automatic processing of data for the purpose of numerical prediction of the
large scale atmospheric motions follows closely the procedure carried out in an analysis
centre
The forecast based on a previous analysis of the motions gives a first approximate but coherent picture of the present state. This picture is inexact because forecasting is not perfect and it has to be corrected in the light of present observations. Where
the observational network is sufficiently dense the present data alone are almost suffUdent
to analyse the present state and little reliance needs to be placed upon the available forecast. Continental regions~ such as U.S.A. and Europe~ are examples of such regions in
which analysis depends almost entirely upon current observations and very little upon history. In regions where the density of observing stations is small, so that adjacent observations may be as much as 1000 km apart, analysis cannot be carried out as in the well-documented areas~ and the analyst must rely upon his knowledge of what has been happening in
order to picture the present state. The Atlantic is such a region, in which observations
in the upper air are made at widely scattered points} the analyst must interpret these
observations in the light of the expected positions of high and low pressure systems whiah
have moved into the area from regions in which the density of observing stations was sufficient to establish their identity and approximate motion at an earlier instant.
The automatic processing of data, or the objective analyses as it is sometimes
called, is a rationalization of this process of analysis in numerical terms. The systems
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which have been evolved in different countries differ little in principle if greatly in
detail. The raw communications data, the meteorological observations in coded fo~m, are
fed into the computer whioh has been instructed how to recognize and store the data which
is relevant for the analysis to be made; rejecting all others. The most recent forecast
valid for the time of the analysis is entered into the computer (in terms of numbers at
the points of a lattice) which now contains all the raw data required for an analysis, i.e.,
current observations and the expectation based upon past history. Some of the data will be
incorrect owing to faulty observation, computation or transmission and will require correction or rejection; the·detail of how this is done varies a little between the different
schemes but is generally based upon a hydrostatic check of internal consistency of radiosonde observations.
The forecast values are now interpreted as observational values with much less
weight than the real observational values. In the vicinity of a lattice point~ A, the
distribution of observations is as in Figure
I, ~here R denotes a real observational value
.R
F
F
F
F
and F a forecast value. We may now set up a
x
x
x
x
linear function which best fits the observations in the vicinity of A in the least squares
.R
oR
F
F
F
sense and so obtain the field value at A. The
x
x
x
A
same procedure is followed at B and at all successive lattice points. The values obtained by
oR
.R
F
F
F
F
this method of analysis clearly depend very
x
x
x
x
much upon the real values (R) where they exist~
oR
and upon the forecast values (F) where there
Figure 1
are no R values.

The next step in the analysis is to verify that the interpolated values at the
points of observation (R) obtained from the analysed values at the lattice points differ
but little from the observed values at R. If the difference is too great the procedure
may be repeated# using the analysed values in place of the forecast values at the lattice
points or some similar iterative pro~ess~ until the automatically analysed values agree
sufficiently well with the actual observations. Over U.S.A. or Europe the F-values play
but little part in the analysis but over the oceanic regions they playa very necessary
role. Finally the analysed lattice point values are tested for smoothness~ to ensure that
they are free from any extraneous short-wave features.
At present the input of all available upper-air data over the northern hemisphere~
the organization and checking of these data and the analysis of two hemispheric upper-air
maps takes between 30 minutes and one hour of computation time on the electronic computer
IBM 704 or one of a similar capacity. Present developments in the field of computer techniques promise a reduction of the computing time by a factor of five or ten.

2.4

Automatic data prooessing in the future

Although automatio data processing and objective analyses have been treated as ad~
juncts to the numerical prediction of synoptic scale atmospheric motions~ it is probable
that in the future automation will be so complete that objeotive analysis and forecasting
will only be part of a much larger scheme. Meteorologioal data will be gathered at an
analysis centre - it matters little in what medium it is presented - and will be handled
completely by electronic means. The data will be processed by a large fast computer for
all specific purposes. For example, some data will be required for retransmission and will
be directed towards an output channel; the .same data will be required for climatological
purposes and will be sent to some second output channel; it is again required for forming
the basis of an objective analysis and so will be directed to some store in the machine.
The same computer will carry out not only the programmes which sort and store the data# but
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also the programmes which compute climatological statistics, compute the numerical foreoast
and other forecast fields. The numerical forecast will continuously be supplemented and corrected by new data. This means that the present automatic data processing systems will be
altered in detail, although not in principle since they refleot the stages through which the
human mind passes in making an analysis. It 1s clear, however, that the successive forecasts at short intervals can be stored in the computer and that when new information is supplied by the sorting system the numerioal forecasting can be brought to a halt and objective
analysis take over to accommodate the new information; the new analysis would not be neoessarily made available externally but would provide th~ basis of a new forecast, replacing
those made without the new data. Electronic computers will shortly be available which are
sufficiently fast in execution to allow of suoh a multi-forecasting procedure.
There remains the problem of presenting the information to the forecaster. There are
several feasible methods such as :
(a)

Presentation of the information, either in digital or graphical form on a display.
tube which can be photographed, and the photographs made available to the forecaster.

(bi

Storage of the information in chart or graphical form or on a closed magnetic tape
which is used to project the information on a screen, such as a television screen.

(c)

Xeronic printing of the information in suitable form.

(d)

Off-line use of analogue systems for graphical reproduction.

2.5

Problems of communication

From the standpoint of numerical weather analysis, the current observing and communication system suffers from several serious but partially remediable defects. The two main
shortcomings of the communication system are :
(1)
The data required for an adequate hemispheric analysis are generally not available
until about 6 hours after observation time - i.e., a period 4 to 6 times longer than i~
required for automatic processing of the data after it is received.
The reason is obviously that the communications channels are already overloaded. It
is worth noting, however, that :

[a)

Many offiees receive information that they do not need or want.

(b)

Essentially the same information may arrive at the same point in as many as three
different messages.

(e)

The information oontent of meteorological messages 1s very low.

(2)
The content and form of the data are not very well suited to
weather analysis. We note particularly

th~

purposes of numerical

(a)

The reqUired information is reoeived in many different

(b)

The internationally recognized code forms are not rigidly adhered to.

( c)

Aside from the hydrostatic relation, there is no deliberate redundance in meteorological messages to serve as a check on internal oonsistency within a single message.

cod~

forms.

The effect of (2b) and (2c) is tc render the automatic editing and checking of data
extremely difficult or, in isolated cases, impossible. This frequently results in an effeotive
loss of data. It should be noted that the above-mentioned defeots of the current transmitting system are of disadvantage for conventional methods of data analysis and forecasting.
With regard to possible remedies of these defects, it should be noted that the volume
of data required for numerical prediction is only a small fraction of the total amount
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transmitted for all purposes. This suggests that the receipt of all types of data would not
be much delayed if all upper-air transmissions were preceded by a special priority message,
~ontainlng only the information required for (either automatic or conventional) hemispheric
analyses of upper-air data and transmitted in a special code form. The latter should be
designed for maximum information per character and should contain a simple redundancy check
- as, for example, a check sum.

3.

NUMERICAL WEA THER FORECASTING

3.1

General

The detailed structure and motion of the atmosphere is exceedingly complicated. Any
attempt to forecast by numerioal dynamic methods without first simplifying the problem is
therefore doomed to failo This was clearly realized in a classical paper by Rossby in 1939,
where he proposed the later so-called barotropic model of the atmosphere for studying the
large-scale changes of the atmospheric flow pattern o When numerical methods for weather
forecasting were first attempted this barotropic model was chosen as the starting point.
Since then (1949-1950) some modifications of this first model have been attempted and more
complicated models have been proposed incorporating the baroclinicity of the atmosphere.
Since all these later models so far have had limited success, although additional information
about the expected behaviour of the atmosphere can be obtained, the barotropic model is first
dealt with in more detail and its potentialities and limitations outlined o

3.2

The barotropic model

3·2.1
In using the barotropic model we restrict ourselves to considering the behaviour
of the vertioally averaged motion of the atmosphere or the motion at some mean or intermediate level~ Since the vertical extent of the atmosphere is small compared to the scale
of the synoptically significant motions, we next consider the motion as two-dimensional •.
Furthermore, baroclinic developments in the atmosphere usually take place in limited regions
and the generation of kinetic energy in the atmosphere over 24 or even 48 hours is on the
whole small compared with the kinetic energy present at anyone instant. The barotropic
model implies that we merely consider the redistribution of the kinetic energy (and momentum)
while production and dissipation are neglectedo
The main advantage of such a model is obviously its simplicity and therefore the
comparatively limited amounts of computation neededo There are furthermore only minor problems concerning computational stability; the fact that the model possesses much less freedam than any more general model is in this respect an advantage.
It is also clear, however, that the baro~ropic model has certain definite limitations. The steady creation of new cyclonic (and to some extent anticyclonic) centres is almost completely excluded, which means that the most important developments from the point of
view of weather forecasting are not included. Recent tests have shown the importance of
heating (and to some extent cooling) at the surface of the earth even when forecasting over
24 hours. Such effects can hardly be incorporated in a barotropic model. Also the largescale redistribution of kinetic energy and west-east momentum will show marked disagreemen~s
with reality at least after 48 or 72 hours J since the steady northward transport of momentum
is more or less correctly incorporated in the ,model but in reality a supply of westward momenlower levels occurs in the tropios and a loss of momentum takes place in middle
tum from
latitudes. It is difficult to eliminate these defioienoies of the barotropio model.
In the oourse of the development and testing of the barotropic model some modifications of the original model have turned out to be valuable.
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In the first barotropic forecasts the principle of conservation of the absolute
vorticity, approximately valid for the mean motion of the atmosphere, was replaced by the
conservation of absolute geostrophlc vorticityo Models which assume that the wind has its
geostrophic value are known as geostrophic models (later models, which assume that the wind
vector and the vorticity are adequately approximated by their geostrophic values are termed
quasi-geostrophic). This approximation has later been replaced by the internally more consistent assumption of truly non-divergent flow and the partial incorporation of the centrifugal forces in the balance between the wind field and the pressure field. Such models are
termed non-divergent models. Definite improvements were obtained in the numerical forecasts;
in particular the tendency for false anticyclogenesis was significantly reduced. However,
this model predicts from the well-known Rossby wave-formula, that the planetary waves should
move westward with a considerable speed. In reality these waves remain almost stationary and
the predictions made using the barotropic non-divergent model are seriously in error regarding the longest waves o At present two modifications have been proposed to improve the model
in this respect. In one case the longest waves ·(wave-numbers one, two and three) are kept
unchanged; in other words the barotropic model is considered applicable only to intermediate
waves. In another attempt a net horizontal divergence of the large-scale wind-field is permitted which largely reduces the westward motion of the planetary waves (the divergent model).
Comparable results are obtained with these two methods and they are considerably better than
the forecasts with the non-divergent barotropic model o One may, however, conclude that we
still do not understand the main physical processes that govern the behaviour of the largest
scales of motion in the atmosphere. Very recently attempts have been made to use the primitive equations of motion in the barotropic model, thus permiting gravity waves to propagate
through the field. Stable computational schemes have been formulated, and systematic tests
have also been reportedc
A discussion of the principles of the approximations used in deducing simplified
equations for numerical forecasting is given in the next section (3.3). It is also partly
applicable in the case of the barotropic model o
It should be remarked that graphical techniques for integrating the barotropic model
have been developed Q Such computational techniques are being adapted for integration by"
electronic computers and will lead to "a considerable reduction in computing time.
In view of the difficulties in forecasting the planetary waves and in general regarding a proper treatment of boundary influences it is advisable to forecast for the whole hemisphere. The computers available for numerical forecasting at present complete a hemispheric
barotropic 24-hour forecast in one hour or oonsiderably less which is satisfactory from a
practical point.
3.2.2

Results

Systematic tests of the barotropic model have been carried out in Germany, Japan,
Sweden, U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. The most extensive statistics are available from Germany. Comparisons with conventional forecasts are also availableQ The following models will be referred
to :
(a)

Forecasting barotropically with the aid of the primitive equations;

(b)

Forecasting with the aid of a non-divergent barotropic model;

ic)

Forecasting with a divergent barotropic model;

(d)

Conventional

for~pasting,

German Weather Bureau.

In most cases the barotropic forecasts are done for the whole hemisphere, but the
results reported under (b) have been obtained for a limited area covering Europe, the Atlantip
Ocean, North America from about latitude 25°N to the North Pole.
For verification, the following quantities are computed:
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(i)

correlation coeffioient between observed and oomputed changes of the geopotantial
field, r.

(11)

root mean sQuare error of the forecast ohange of the geopotential, .e~ (Unit, m)

,( 11i)

the absolute wind error defined as

where

Wp Is

the forecast wind and

V0

ageing over the foreoast area (Unit
(iv)

I

the observed Wind. The bar denotefiJ the aver-

mlseo)

the relative wind error

Ew

=

2

I'Vp

-

V 0\

Io/pl +\~\

The following table summarizes results reported so far, some of which have, however,
not yet been published elsewhere. The symbols A through E in oolumn five have the following meaning.
A 1

Swedish Air Force and Swedish Weather Bureau in co-operation with the University

of Stookholm.

B

I

C

German Weather Bureau.
Swedish Weather Bureau.

D

I

Joint Numerioal Weather Prediotion Unit,

E

I

Japan Meteorological Agenoy.

Was~ngton,

D.C., U.S.A.

The absolute wind error given in the table on page 9 sh~uld be compared with the
aocuracy with which the actual wind can be analysed at the 500 mb level. This depends upon
how one measures the Wind, but a comparable figure is about 3 mlsea, whioh thus 1s the optimum value for e w.

3.3

Baroelinic models

While barotropio models merely predict the vertioally averaged motion, or the motion
in the middle of the troposphere (500 mb), baroolinic models include also the vertical struoture of the atmosphere and are ~herefore capable of predicting the atmospheric flow at
several levels. Of course, the computational procedure for baroclinic models also becomes
more complicated and appreciable. simplifications still have to be made in order to be able
to handle the problem. These constraints, however, will be eliminated _step by step in the
further development. All baroclinic models, developed as yet, make use of the hydrostatio
assumption which acts as a filter eliminating sound waves. For detailed model descriptions
reference is made to the original articles listed in the bibliographY (Appendix 3). Here a
brief description of the principles used in formulating different models will be given.
3.).1

Quasi-geostrophic models

------------------------

Quasi-geostropllio modelS, only applicable in extra-tropical latltud~s, are based
upon the vorticity and thermodynamic (adiabatic) equations, and approximate the horizontal
wind geostrophically in a selective manner, i.e. in all terms of the basic equations except
in those containing the wind divergence explioitly.
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Model

Number
of fore-

Forecast

casts

period

Forecasting
time

casting

Verification

·unit

area

Fore-

9

"'
m

r

R

mhec·

Ew

hours

Comparison of b and d
b
d

69
69

b
d
b
d
b

175
175
155
155
131

b
d
b
d
>b

23
23
23
23
23

c
d

25
25

c
d

35
35
156
366
156
366
156
366

c
d
c

d
0

d

9 Oct.16 Dec.
1956
Dec. 1954-

May 19551
Nov. 1955May 1956
n May 17 June
1959

19 Nov. 16 Dec.
1958
10 Oct. 30 Nov.
1958
Selected
periods
at an
seasons

24
24

B

24
24
48
48
72

A
C
A
C
A

A

24
24
48
48
72
Comparison

A
C
A
C
A

Western
Europe

Western

Europe

0.40
0.40
61
no
105
165

0.78
0.72
0.77
0.59
0.71

45
53
68
88
91

D

36
24

D

72
72
72
72
72
72

D

B

B
B

D
B

D
B
0

1955 March
1956

24 hrs
0.42
U.S.A
At1. Ocean 0.43
Canada
0.56
Arctic
0.59
Pac. Ocean 0.54
r

Ew
48 hrs
0.63
0.63
0.82
0.78
0.75

"i

m

c

c
c
c

180
180
180
180

July Dec.

1959

24 .
24
24
24

10.4
15.2

0.34
0.48

11.3
12.6

0.34
0.38 >

in different areas

D
D
D
D
D

Nov.

7.8
9.9
10.0
13.1
13.2.

50 0 N 300 W 0.78
50 0 N 300 W 0.62
50 0 N lOOW 0.72
50 0 N lOOW 0.57
50 0 N lOOE 0.70
500 N lOOE 0.60
Ew

b
b
b
b
b

54

0.78
0.68
0.68
0.56
0.58

of c and d

24
24

Forecasting with

Western
Europe

E
E
E
E

Asia
Pacific
India
N.America

0.69
0.62
0.53
0.76

Ew
72 hrs
0.77
0.78
1.01
0.95
0.93
"w

nlsec

29
29
21
35

Comparison of a and c

a
c

a
c
a
c

40
40
40
40
40
40

24
24
48
48
72
72

B

D
B

D
B

D

0.83
0.83
0.74
0.73
0.66
0.64

n.5
11.3
17.7
18.0
21.8
21.8
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~~~~~~~~~_~~_~~:_~~~~~~~£~:_~££~~~~~~~~~~
The geostroph1o approximation as applied here filters gravi~ and ·inertia oscillations from the equations and reduoes in general the multi-field forecasting problem
(u, v, w, T, eto.) toa single-field problem I Only one prognostic equation in three
dimensions remains and initially only one meteorological element~ namely the geopotential (and/or the pressure) needs to be specialized. All other quantities ocourring
in the set of equations, e.g. the vertical motion, can be oomputed by diagnostic
equations from the knowledge of the distribution of geopotential only.
Since high-velocity propagation of influenoe by external and internal gravity waves
has been exoluded, the time step used in the time integration is much larger than
for models using unfiltered equations, and the computing time is appreciably reduced.

(b)

~e~~:~~~~_~~_~~~~~:~:~~~~:£~~:_~:~~~~
Theoretical and experimental studies of qURsl-geostrophic models have shown that
they Buffer a number of deficiencies beoause the geostrophio approximation automatically excludes important large-soale effeots and either leads to an inconsistent
aet of equations· or requires further simplifications I

(i)

In the complete vorticity equation the vorticity tendency can be expressed in

terms of a divergence. By applying the selective geostrophic approximation one
violates this property of the exact eqUation. In order to conserve this property, in spite of the selective geostrophic approximation~ one must

a)

consider the Coriolls parameter to be

P)

negleot the relative vortioity as compared with theCoriolis parameter
in the divergenoe term~

Y)

exclude or include both the vertical vorticity transport and the twisting term.

con5tant~

This means that~ in addition to the neglect of non_geostrophio wind components~ .
the ~eostrophic approximation for reasons of consistency also requires that
some other effects are negleoted whioh cer~alnly play an important role in
atmospherio processes. The requirements under a) and II) thus eliminate I
all effects due to the horizontal variability of the normal oomponent of
earth's angular veloolty~
the asymmetrical development of cyclones and antlcyclones~
the production of shearing vorticity by wind divergences.

(ii)

(c)

BY'applying the geostrophic approximation to the adiabatio equation, one'
neglects the term which particularly contributes to the change of the horizontally averaged temperature and which is an expression for the high spaoecorrelation between temperature and horizontal divergenoe in the atmosphere.
The remaining term~ which results from the space-correlation between static
stability and vertical motion, is less important and normally has the opposite
sign to the neglected one. Therefore the geostrophic approximation leads to
an inoorreot prediction of the ohange of the horizontally averaged temperature~
the internal energy· and the static stabllity, even wrong in sign. It is thus
meaningless to include the variation of static stability in space and time. In
physical terms, the geostrophic apprOXimation of the adiabatio equationexolpdes
the process of occlusion and violates the theorem of energy oonservation.

Results
So far the results of forecasting with baroolinic geostrophic models have been
poorer than expected. Little or no improvement of the 500 mb forecasts as compared
with the barotropic forecasts has been obtained. The reasons for this may be I

I
iI
r

!
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(i)

11

the simplifioations mentioned under (b)1

(ii) the insuffioient number of parameters (as yet only two-~ three- or four-parameter models have been te6ted).in order to desoribe the vertioal 6truoture of
the atmospher~.
The following table summarizes the more extensive tests with baroolinic models that
have been reported so far.
The following symbols are used
a - d

I

e
f
g

A - E
F
G
H I

I

J

see pagES 12-13
two-parameter model
three-parameter model
four-parameter model
see page 13
Gates and Thompson J Geophysioal Research Directorate, U.S.A.
British Meteorologioal Offioe, Dun6table, England.
Meteorologioal Offioe of the U.S.S.R., M06oow.

One gets the impression that the value of the quasi-geostrophio models 1s more a
diagnostio than a prognostio one, and that the diagnostio part of these models will play the
most important role in the further development. They enable the meteorologist to estimate
the vertioal velooity field and by this the divergent part of the wind with appreoiable aoouracy using the upper-air observations.
During recent years many efforts have been made to remove the limitations of the
quasi-geostrophic models and to develop improved models. The first experimental tests of
these so-called non-geostrophic models seem to be very promising. Routine forecasts with
non-geostrophic models are~ however, not yet available. The principles of such non-geostrophic models will be discussed in sections 2 and 3.

These models have the same advantages as quasi-geostrophic models I large time steps
oan be used~ no noise effects, single-field problem (see 3.3.1 (a)). They differ, however,
from the quasi-geostrophic models in that
(i)

much less use is made of the geostrophic approximation,

(ii) they also include irrotational wind components in other terms than the divergence term of the vorticity equation, e~g. in the adveotive terms of both the
vorticity and thermodynamic equations.
(a)

Models, where the rotational part of the wind is approximated geostrophically

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

These models use the same basic equations as the quasi-geostrophio models, namely
the vorticity and thermodynamic equations. The irrotational part of the wind is
computed with the aid of·the continuity equation. By this method the deficiencies
of quasi-geostrophic models are decreased remarkably. The main disadvantage is that
these models use the geopotential f~eld as a.stream function.

ib)

~~~~~~~_~~~~~_~~~:~:~~~~~~~~~_:~~~~~~~~~_~~~~_~~~E~~~~~~_~~~_~~~~~~~~
Instead of the geostrophic relation these models use the so-called balance equation,
which is derived from the complete divergence equation by neglecting the divergence
of the wind in comparison with the rotational part of the wind. This modification
acts as filter elimlnating gravity inertia waves and provides a diagnostic equation
for the rotational and divergent part of the wind~
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Number

.....Q) of fore-

'8

casts

Forecast

Forecasting

period

time
(hours)

:<:

Forecasting
unit

Ver1ficatiori
area

Verifica-

Hen
level

'j,
r

m

,W
nlsec

E,.,

I

Two-parameter models
e
b
e

60
60
60

39
39
39
e 135
d 135
e 135
d 1)5
e i35
d 135
e
e
e

e
e

)5
35

Jan

1953

17 Feb22 Apr.
1959

19591960

19561958

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
48
48

F
F
F

N. America

B
B
B

Western
Europe

G
G
G
G
G
G

500
500
1000
850
500
300
500-

Western·
Europe

500
500-1000
500-1000
1000
1000
850
500

H
H

0.74
0.62
0.62
0.73
0.78
0.77
0.69
0.68
0.72
0.67
0.61
0.67

d

f
d

f
d

f
d

f
d

f
f
d

f
d

4)
4)
43
4)
43
43
4)
4)
4)
4)
45
45
45
45
45

1960

Aprll-

May

1960

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

G
G

a
G
G

G
G
G
G
G

Western
Europe

1000
1000
1000-500
1000-500
500
500
500-200
500-200
200
200

0.56
0.6)
0.65
0.64
0.68
0.65
0.56
0.50
0.67
0.65

850
500
500
)00
)00

H
H
H
H
H

Four-parameter models
g
g
g
g

68
68
68
68

MaySept.

1960

24
24
24
24

E
E
E
E

Eastern
Asia

900
700
500
)00

9.8
12.2
17.6
75
66
48
55
70
50

13
13
12
12
12
1.0

0.58 0~§6
0.69 0.82

Three-parameter models
f

69
69
67

0.61
0.63
0.67
0.66

'j,
60
48
52
49
61
6)
47
48
7)
74
Ep
0.86
0.70
0.85
0.63
0.89

'p
26
27

))

44

0.80
0.70
12
10
15
12
13
1)
1)
10
15
13

-
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(0)

Results
So far only preliminary experiments with models of this kind have been made. The
main disadvantsge is that the solution is muoh more oomp1icated and the oomputations
will take a muoh longer time than for the quasi-geostrophic model because of the
necessary iterations.
Partly filtered non-geostrophio models (primitive equations)

-----------------------------------------------------------

These models are characterized by the faots that

I

(i)

no use is made of the geostrophic approximation,

(ii)

the

equ~tions

of motion are used direotly as prognostic equations,

(iii) noise components (inertia, internal or external gravity waves) are
(iv)

(~)

no~

three meteorological variables, the two horizontal wind oomponents and
geopotentia1, have to be specified initially.

ex.oluied,

the

~~~!~~!_~~!~~-~:~-~~~~~~!~~~~~~:~~~~-~~!:~-~::_~~:~~~~
In order to filter

external gravity waves, either it is assumed that the vertioally averaged horizontal
divergence vanishes or a special filtering operator is applied to the so_called
tendency equation,
internal gravity waves, the vertical velocity in the thermodynamio equation has to
be computed independently of the continuity equation and is_obtained _as an additional dependent variable from a diagnostic three dimensional equation.
Although no iterations at any instant are required, the mathematical procedure for
solving the equations is highly complicated. The time step to be used in the time
integration is slightly smaller than in the quasi-geostrophic models.
(b)

~~:~~~~_~~~~~~~_~~~:~_~~~~~~~~~~_~~~:~~~_~:~vi~~_~~~:~_~~:~~~~
These models filter out the external gravity waves J 1.e. the vertically integrated
horizontal divergence is made to vanish (boundary condition). The primitive equations of motion and the thermodynamic equation are used in unmodified form as
prognostic equations.
The boundary condition makes it necessary to ·solve a two-dimensional equation of
Poisson type at each time step to determine the vertically averaged geopotential
and/or streamfunction field. All other operations are purely algebraic.

(c)

~~~~_=~~=~~~_~~~_~~~:~~~_~~~!~!~_~~~:~_~~~~~~~
These models use the primitive equations of motion, the thermodynamic equation and
the tendency equation as prognostic equations. Except for the hydrostatic relation,
no model assumption is m~dee The solution proceeds in a way very similar to that
proposed by LeF. Richardson, 1922, and requires only purely algebraic operations. No
second order differential equation has to be solved Ilumerically.
Orographical effects can be included very easily by using a special co-ordinate system, proposed by N. Phillips, in which the earth's surface coinoides with a surface
of constant vertical co-ordinatee

(d)

Results
Some preliminary computations using models (b) and (c) have been attempted. The mathematical procedure, the programming and coding of models under (b) and (c) are relatively simple. The time step must, however, be reduced to about one-fifth of that
used in filtered models. In order to keep the amplitude of spurious waves sufficiently
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small, the balance equation and the quasi-geostrophic compatibility-equation for
computing the vertical motion are suitable diagnostic means to adjust the initial
data of the height of the pressure surfaces and the horizontal fields.
The experiments so far conduoted with these models show that the mathematical procedure can be formulated in finite difference schemes that are numerically stable,
at lesst for the period of a few days. The predicted fields are as well organized
and smooth as those obtained by filtered models, if the initial data is adjusted
carefully.
.
Since the main errors in these models are trunoation errors, methods making use of
the primitive equations are very promising.

3.3.4
(a)

~r~~~:_~:~:~~£~:~~:
Models
It oan be expect~ that non-geostrophio models will replace the quasi-geostrophic
models, using filtered or unfiltered equations, and that within the next few years
experimental studies will be carried out to test the goodness of such improved models.

(b)

Parameters
Our knowledge 1s limited as yet as to what extent the accuraoy of barocllnlc forecasts is affeoted by the number of parameters used to describe the vertical structure of the atmosphere. As ye~ only quasi-geostrophic models with two, three, or
four parameters have been tested operationally. It is likely that the inaccuracy
of these models results from the deficiencies mentioned under 3.3.1 (b) rather than
the limited number of parameters used. Corresponding tests will probably be conducted
during the next few years using the primitive equations. It 1s of interest to note
that in this latter case the numerical work only increases linearly or even less
for an increasing number of parameters.

(c)

External forces
It is believed that external Influen~es such as orographical effects, friction and
non-adiabatic heat sources are not partioularly important for short-range forecasting. It is therefore not necessary to consider the very- complex nature e.g. of
turbulenoe and the budget of radiation, but one mdy try to include these prooesses
in a crude way. Simplified hYdro-thermodynamical equations can be applied to the
planetary boundary layer to compute these effects, but most likely statistical methods
will also be tried since they are comparatively easy to handle computationally.
A first attempt to incorporate heat sources will be based on the assumption that they
are proportional to the differences I

(i)

between the actual temperature in the surface layer and the monthly normal of
the temperature of the earth and the sea~ or

(ii) between the actual temperature and monthly normal temperature of the free atmosphe~e.

3.4

Extended and long-range forecasting

So far comparatively little experience has been accumulated in using numerical methods
for extended and long-range forecasting. This is mainly due to limited Imowledge of the basio
physical parameters that are of importance and thus we do not know a simple set of e~ations
governing the changes of atmospheric flow patterns for longer periods of time.

3.4.1

Extehded range forecasting

._------------------------

Forecasts with a barotropic model have been extended to five days using of course
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data from the whole northern hemisphere. Some suooess in three days forecasting has been
achieved but very little, if any, in forecasting beyond three days. A modified (linearized)
version of the barotropic model has been developed by Blinova in U.S.S.R. and has been of
value at least for seleoted periods.
In a few instanoes the simplest baroolinlc models have been used for extended
oasting, but so far with less success than by using the barotropio model.

fore~

A combination of numerioal methods and conventional methods for extended forecasting
has been tried in Washington. A definite improvewpnt in the five-day mean forecasts has been
obtained.

Dynamical me~hods for long-range foreoasting of mean monthly temperature anomalies
have been developed in U.S.S.R. by Blinova. The dynamioal basis for these methods is a simplified form of the first law of thermo-dynamios, stating that the change in potential
temperature experienced by an individual air particle near a flat ground surface is due to
the oombined effect of vertioal and horizontal eddy diffusion of heat. In a linearized equation the local changes in temperature ~re due to the- following I
(1)

Displacement of the temperature anomaly pattern by the average westerly motlonJ

(2)

Displacement of the zonally-averaged temperature fields by the north-south motion}

(3}

Horizontal diffusion of temperature,

(4)

Eddy conduction of heat from (or to) the ground surfaoe.

Systematic long-range forecasts of the mean monthly temperature anomalies for the
whole northern hemisphere as well as of the mean monthly vertical velocities are produced
in the U.S-.S.R. Some examples of verification are shown in the follOWing table (as taken
from the work by I.P. Smirnov, Institute of Applied Geophysics of the Academy of Sciences
of U.S.S.R.) I
Forecast period
January
February 1959
March
April
May
June
July

1959
1959
1959
1959
1959

Number
of points

Correlation
co-efficient
r

Absolute
error

34
34
34
34
34
34
34

0·77
0.69
0.80
0.84
0.80
0.72
0.87

2·3
2.2
1.7
1.3
1.2
2.2
1.0

°C

Here r denotes the correlation between the forecast and observed mean monthly
temperature-anomalies. At present experi~ents are conducted using data from the whole globe.
No experiments have so far been conducted in using numerical dynamical methods for
detailed long-range forecasting beyond seven days. It seems reasonable to assume that suocessful results oan not be expeoted until we know the most important prooesses in the atmosphere
that control the motion of the planetary waves~ or more generally the mechanisms that
determine the general circulation of the atmosphere. A combination of dynamical, statistical
and empirical methods is being used at the extended forecasting section of the UnS. Weather
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Bureau, where the large amounts of oomputations neoessary are carried out by

an

electronic

computer.
Experiments using numerical methods for simulating the general ciroulation of the
atmosphere are under way in the United States, Germany and the ~.S.S.R. and these should
ultimately prove to be exceedingly useful in working out methods for detailed long-range
forecasting. In view of the very complex structure ·of the atmosphere one oan hardly expect
that numerioal dynamic methods will be more than an important supplement to oonventional
methods of long-range forecasting during the next few years. To begin with, one would rather
expect tqat some of the general results obtained in the numerical studies of the general
circulation of the atmosphere will be of qualitative value as an adjunct to present methods.
It is most likely that a combination of dynamic and statistical methods will be of particular value when forecasting 'for longer periods of time~
3~5

Forecasting the weather at the earth's surface

The computations that have been made hitherto have been mainly designed to provide
forecasts of the pressure distribution corresponding to atmospheric motions of the size of
small depressions and larger by taking into account the gross dynamioal and thermo-dynamical
properties of these large-soale disturbances. Making such a forecast is merely the first
step taken by a foreoaster who wishes to predict the weather, that is the meteorological
elements such as cloud, rain, temperature, wind, etc., over a large area. These predictions
are the second step and are inferred f~om the present behaviour of the systems and their'
forecast movement. The general forecaster has also to give more detailed local forecasts
over small areas~ Numerical prediction has not yet given much aid to the.weather foreoaster
in these vital steps. Very little work has been carried out concerning the dynamios of
smaller scale systems and numerical forecasting of such local phenomena as frontal rain or
cloud systems has only been attempted~ The baroolinio models whioh have been used in numerical experiments provide estimates of the vertical velocity so that inferenoes may be made
about the large-scale distribution of rain and cloud. In making such inferences it must
be remembered that the estimates are of the mean vertical velocity over areas of the order
of 105 km 2 and that such estimates cannot be expected io lead to detailed oomputation of
rainfall or clouds over small areas. However, there is a marked correlation between regions
in which the forecast of vertical velocity shows an upward movement of the air as computed
numerically and regions in which rain actually falls~ It remains to oorrelate the amounts
of rainfall and cloud with the computed vertical velocity. Quite successful quantitative
forecasts of rain have been made in Washington~ Since the forecasts also give the horizontal
velocities it is simple in principle to compute the temperature change either of a parcel
of air or at a given point in the free air or at the surface of the earth, although this
has not been attempted in detail.
In principle it is also possible to take acoount of the water content of the atmosphere, and so to make. more accurate forecasts of its motion and changes of state. The
difficulties mainly lie in the specification of the initial state and of the lower boundary
condition, especially over the,sea (evaporation)~ Efforts to trace the moisture history in
the atmosphere "have not proved especially successful, but valuable preparatory experience
has been gained~
In addition to direct forecasting from the numerical solution of appropriate sets
of equations, there is also the possibility of forecasting weather elements through their
statistical relation to the pressure and mean temperature flelds~ There are many local forecasting rules which depend upon the future wind or temperature distribution, e~g. the local
rules which give the night minimum temperature~ the success of numerical forecasting -should
be partially measured by the forecasting success of such rules and it would be well to draw
the attention of forecasters to the possibility of using numeri?al forecasts in this .way.
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4.

DATA REQUIREMENTS FOR NUMERICAL METHODS OF WEATHER ANAl~SIS AND FORJ!X)ASTING

4.1

General considerations
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For convenience of argument, the effeot of incomplete and inaocurate observations
on the quality of numerical weather forecasts may be regarded as the resultant effect of I

(1)

The dependence of the accuracy of initial analysis on the characteristics of the
observing system - e.g., station spaoing, standard error of observation, standard

deviation of the meteorological variables around their olimatological mean values,
and their characteristic scale of fluctuation.
(2)

The dependence ,of the error of prediction {based on a hypothetically correct method
of forecasting} on the characteristics of the initial analysis error.

Item (1) above has been studied fairly extensively from both the theoretical and
experimental standpoints, and is discussed at some length in the final report o£ the CAe
Working Group on Upper-Air Networks for Nu~erical Weather Forecasting (see WMO Technical
Note No. 29) and in the preliminary report of the CSM Working Group on Networks (see WMO
Technical Note No.,30). The main conclusions are as follows I
For purposes of either conventional or numerical methods of weather analysis, the
upper-air stations (fixed or mcving, but reporting both winds and isobaric heights) should
be no more than about _400-500 km apart in the temperate zones. In regions of extreme standard deviation of wind and height,' the spacing should be even less than 400 km, while the
spacing may be much greater in the tropics - perhaps even as great as 1200 km.

It should be pointed out that these estimates strictly apply only in the hypothetical case when the initial analysis Is reconstruoted from current data alone, without regard
to previous analyses and prognoses. We shall return to this point later.

With regard to item (2) above, the effect of initial analysis error on the predicst~dpoint. In general

tion error has been studied from the theoretical and experimental
the results of these studies agree in the following respects I

The error of prediction (based on a hypothetioally correct method of prediction)
depends primarily on the standard error of the initial analysis and on the "scal e " or
"grain_size" of the initial analysis error. The latter, in turn, depends on the spaaing
of upper-air observations. For average yearly conditions, rapid initial growth of predio-

tion error can'be suppressed if the spacing of observation stations (fixed or moving) is
no greater than about 600 km in the temperate zones, 900 km in the polar regions, and about

1500 km in the tropics.
A problem that has not yet been earefully studied but which is of crucial importanoe
in the design of data networks for all purposes, concerns the effective use of past data in
reconstructing the current state of the atmosphere - particularly in reg~ons where data
coverage is very poor. It is obvious, for example, that the analyst's use of time-continuity
can be simulated obJeotively by regarding a numerioal forecast (based on data at a previous
observing time) as an approximation to the ourrent analysis, and by adjusting that fore-

cast to fit bona fide data at the current observing time. In fact, if the method of prediction were absolutely correct, one would suspect that indefinite repetition of the process
described above would eventually lead to a good analysis 1n regions where no observations
are made. Since the methods of prediction are not perfect, however, we should expect that
the analysis error would depend on :
(a)

The standard error of observation.

(b)

The spacing of stations, fixed or moving.

(c)

The scale of fluctuations around the climatological mean.

Ii
IiI'

,
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III,

II

(d}

The standard

(e)

The frequency of observation.

(f)

The errors inherent 1n numerioal methods of prediction.

devia~ion

of

fluo~ua~ions

around

~he

"I'Ii

climatologioal mean.

The effects of all ~hese factors can be obJeo~ively simula~ed and isola~ed in
series of controlled numerioal experiments. It is of partioular importanoe to isolate
estimate the effects of faotors (e) and (f).
Although this working group does not feel itself oompetent to Judge on

~he

a
and

most

effeotive and economical means of attaining the data ooverage required for adequate hemi-

spheric analyses of wind and isobario height,
following facts I

i~

wishes to note and re-emphasize

the

(1)

The cost of observations in mid-ocean is not substan~ially grea~er than that of
observations over populated land areas, if ths cost of the vehicle or platform is
written off against its normal use. This, of oourse, assumes that the mere act of
observation and transmission of data does not interfere 1n any vital way with the
normal opera~ion of the vehiole. Perhaps some sligh~ sacrifice should be expeoted
of the operator, who presumably benefits from the entire system of meteorologioal
servioe and who may, 1n faot, have plaoed specifio requirements on it.

(2)

Of the various types of vehioles moving over the ooeans as a ma~ter of oourse e.g., cargo and passenger ships, oommeroial "airoraft, the transoBonde. the GHOST
vehiole, or possibly' other types of horizontal sounding vehioles - the only ones
tha~ do not require extensive development of measuring equipmen~ and/or positioning
systems are ships and aircraft.

(3)

At present, the programme of observation aboard aircraft is no~ effeotive. Since
such observations will beoome of inoreasing importance with the advent of commeroial
Jet aircraft operations, an effective programme of reporting from ~ommercial airqraft is in ~he in~erest of the opera~ors themselves.
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1
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Dept. of ,Meteorology
The Hebrew University
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I

Meteorologioal Offioe
Air Mini s try

DUNSTABLE
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Union of South Afrioa
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Geophysical Institute
Tokyo University
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Academy of Sciences

Institute of Atmospherio Physics
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2

ORGANIZATION OF A NUMERICAL WEATHER PRIDETION UNIT

1.

General

It is not possible to do more than indioate the personnel and servioes required to
set up a numerioal weather prediotion unit. The size of the unit depends upon the amount
of researoh work whioh it is intended to oarry out in addition to making daily foreoasts
on a routine basis, whether they are experimental or for field use. In this appendix we
set out the minimum requirements for operating daily; we cannot urge too strongly that oonourren~ researoh should be oarried out.
The following assessment is based upon experienoe at centres where numerical foreoasting has been carried out on a more or less routine basis. The oomputational method
requires that the data for carrying out the numerical computation be presented to the computer at the grid points of a square mesh, and not at the observational stations} the effort
is expressed per 500 gridpoints. There will be five steps in the process leading to dissemination
of a numerical forecast.

(1)

Obtaining the raw data.

(2)

Prooessing the data and putting it into a form suitable for oomputation.

(3)

Carrying out the numerioal foreoast.

(4)

Interpreting the results obtained in synoptio terms.

(5)

Disseminating the interpreted results.

It should be noted that we have assumed that all the preliminary programming work
has been oarried out. It is not possible to assess how much time this preliminary work will
take for it depends very muoh upon the availsbility of the oomputer. A rough guide would be
two first-rate progranuners working for four months, one of them being a high grade scientist.

2.

Obtaining the raw data

This is a communications problem. It is clear that the advantages of siting the
numerical prediction unit at a central forecasting office, where the data is received for
use in ordinary foreoasting, are so great that only under special circumstances would it
be worthwhile siting it elsewhere and creating a new communication channel. No extra persOl~el are needed for reception of the data, but some communication is required between the
communications centre and the computing centre.

3.

Processing the data and 'putting it into a form suitable for the computer
This step may folloW two courses :

(~)

The data are used to construct ordinary synoptic oharts, from which data suitable
for entering into the computer are read by a process of interpolation. As a rough
guide the rate of reading and checking, which is absolutely necessary, is about
two man-hr per 500 grid points. Thus for a barotropic foreoast over an area covering the Atlanti9 Ooean and,Europe, with grid points distant about 300 km apart,
the time taken to prepare a oheoked written list of the field values at the grid
points would be two man-hr. For a barotropic forecast over the hemisphere using
about 1500 points, the time taken would be about six man-hr.
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The written list of data must now be prepared in a form suitable for the computer _
say as a punched teleprinter tape or as a set of punched cards. The time taken to
punch and check a tape is about the same as that taken to extraot the information
from a synoptic chart. The total time taken by these two steps is thus about four
man-hr per 500 grid points.
-(b)

The alternative procedures are to use the oomputer to oarry out the data processing
and preparation in the form of grid values~ The time taken to carry out this prooe-

dure clearly varies with the method of interpolation adopted but may be Judged
roughly at one hr per 500 grid point values and it requires two-three computing
staff. The most reoent electronio computers will greatly reduce the necessary time.
The saving in time over method (a) is very obVious. Additional time may be required
if the data are received in one form, say, teleprinter tape, and must be converted
to another, say, punched card form, for entry into the computer; there are maohines
which will do the conversion. The staff required for the whole operation is twothree man hr per 500 grid points I it varies greatly with the oomputer used.
4.

Carrying out the numerical forecast

The length of time taken to carry out a numerical forecast varies with the type of
foreoast and with the computer used. In general two or three people will be required to
attend the computer, one of which is a high-grsde scientist who must be familiar with the
procedure and with the meteorological situation. Most present day forecasting systems will
not require more than one hr to carry·out a forecast, so that the requirement 1s three manhr.

5.

Interpreting the results obtained from the computer in synoptio terms

The oomputer results will be in the form of numbers representing meteorol~gioal
field values at fixed geographical positions. It is necessary to transfer these numbers to
charts as used by the synopticians, and the rate of this plotting is about 1/4 man-hr per
500 grid points. The charts then require analysis by a scientist and requires about 1/4 1/2 men hr per chart. A direct graphical display by the computer of the results is or will
soon be possible, reduoing the necessary time to a negligible amount.

6.

Disseminating the interpreted results

This 1s a communication problem and it 1s not· possible to say in general how much
effort is required.

7.

Summary

~~~~~~~~§-~~~-~~~~
Extra communications required to transmit from communications centre to computing
centre.
Processing data into form suitable for.use in computer

------------------------------------------------------

(a)

Four men-hr per 500 grid pt

(b)

Two-three man-hr per 500 grid pt (max.;l

Carrying out numerical forecast

-------------------------------

Two-three man-hr per 500 grid pt (max}
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!~!~:E:~!~~~_:~~~:!~
One-half to three-quarters man-hr per 500 grid pt (max)
8.

Inoreasing the number of points in the foreoast

The above figures have been based on 500 grid pt. There are some operations, suoh
as 2(a) and (4) whioh are not speeded up per 500 pi by inoreasing the number of points used,
e.g. by dealing with two levels rather than one. On the other hand 2(b) and (3) tend to use
.less time per 500 pt as the number of points is inoreased. As an example a two-level foreoast at 1000 mb and 500 mb aan be oarried out using 500 grid points, giving foreaast oharts
at 12 hr, 24 hr, 30 hr, .and 36 hr of 1000 mb and 500 mb oontour heights, 1000-500 mb relative.~ontour height and vertioal velooity by one high grade soientist, one soientist and
three assistants in about three or four hr, using system 2(b).

9.

The oomputer

Bearing In mind all the other meteorological computations whioh it may be desirable
to oarry out, we are -agreed that a highly fl~xible digital oomputer 15 best. The meteorologioal fields whioh it is necessary to deal with 1n numerical prediotion contain a large
number of pieaes of data and the high speed store should be as large as possible - not les8

than 1000 words and preferably muoh more. None of the oomputers now available has a high
speed store large enough to make i~ unnecessary to refer to the backing store, so that
access time between the backing store .and the high speed sto~e should be as small as pOB~
sible. Computers whioh have been used sucoessfully in numerical prediction are IBM 701,

IBM 704, IBM 7090, BESK, BESM and Ferranti Meroury and it would be advantageous to have a
computer larger and faster than the smallest and slowest of these.
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